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Characterful, elegant and captivating with a complex personality, Strawbar is the most exciting spirit to 
be introduced to the market this year. Strawbar is distilled from single-origin organic Greek strawberries 
creating a clear spirit with an ice cool personality that belies the soft, fruity finish on the palate.

Neither an aperitif nor a digestif and most definitely not to be confused with the now ubiquitous fruit-
flavoured gins and liqueurs that are currently crowding the market, Strawbar is a true pioneer, best enjoyed 
in cocktails or, for the most courageous cool-hunters, on the rocks for an unforgettable imbibing experience.

Strawbar was created by the Phi Group which was established in 2018 to distil unique new spirits from local 
fruits and introduce bold, clean flavours to the bar, spirit and mixology world in limited edition quantities.

Phi Group Lead Distiller, Maria Gougousi, says:
“We were originally inspired to make a distillate using an overlooked strain of nutrient-rich strawberries 
that specifically grow in the north west region of Greece – an area that is currently experiencing a period 
of high unemployment and financial instability. We particularly wanted to support and promote the local 
produce that nature has provided while helping the local economy. Following an intense period of research 
and development, Strawbar combines the properties of a distilled product with the flavour and aftertaste of 
strawberries, which we believe makes it unique. We are delighted with the feedback Strawbar has received 
so far, and believe that we are on a very fruitful journey that will take our original inspiration to many 
discerning individuals and bars around the world.”

Strawbar Origin and Strawbar Platinum are the first in a collection that will develop to introduce further 
fruit-based spirits to an international market ripe for being shaken and stirred in a new way.

What the experts say:
“Strawbar Origin is a smoky, textured, eau de vie spirit distilled from organic strawberries with intense 
aromatics and a finish of sweet berry compote”
“Strawbar Platinum is a racy, tangy spirit with pungent jammy aromas, pepper spice and a rich characterful 
mouth feel”

Ben Franks, Brand Ambassador, wine and spirits specialist and international drinks trade marketing 
consultant.

Cocktail recipes:

The fizz, the tingle, the 
essence that brings your 
palate to life - much like fresh 
strawberries themselves. This 
long, fresh, classic sparkling 
cocktail gives a nod to 
everything Strawbar, resulting 
in a celebration of this unique 
spirit.

30ml Strawbar Origin
20ml Chamberzette 
Strawberry Vermouth
Top Prosecco

Build, and serve in a flute 
topped up with Prosecco and 
garnished with a strawberry

EFFERVESCE
Champagne, Long

Expressed clearly and easy 
to understand. Not overly 
complex, this is a low, slow 
enjoyable experience – the 
tiny dash of Absinthe really 
brings out the strawberry 
notes.

40ml Strawbar Origin
20ml Dry Gin 1
10ml White Sugar Syrup 1:1
2 dashes Lemon Bitters
2 dashes Absinthe

Stir, and serve on the rocks 
garnished with lemon zest

LUCID
Absinthe, Gin

Sweet and delicious, like 
Greek honey cake; easy to 

make at home.

30ml Strawbar Origin
10ml Honey Syrup 2:1

10ml Lemon
2 dashes Walnut Bitters

Top Ginger Ale

Shake, and serve in a thin 
High Ball glass topped 

up with Ginger Ale and 
garnished with lemon

and ginger

HONEY CAKE
After Dinner, Long



Recipes designed by Callum Rixson, general manager of The Hideout Bath - GB_Bartender@outlook.com

Notes For Editors:

Strawbar is a strawberry spirit, made from strawberries that grow in the region of Florina, Western 
Macedonia, Greece.

Pre distillation: The fermentation process begins with the washing and pulping of the strawberries. 
Disinfected and sterilized copper still tanks are filled with the pulp and then fungus is added. The type 
of fungus is Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Galactose. Fermentation then occurs over 10 days in anaerobic 
conditions.

Strawbar Origin (40%) is produced by mixing the first distillate of the strawberry must and strawberry must 
in 1.5:1 ratio, and then this mixture is re-distilled.

Strawbar Platinum (45%) is produced by triple distillation of the strawberry must.

The distillation finishes when the alcohol in the tank reaches 65%. We then add distilled water until 45% 
alcohol is achieved for Strawbar Platinum or 40% alcohol for Strawbar Origin.

What the experts say:

“Carries a noticeable viscosity, minor haze and punctuated tears. The nose is volatile and perfumed; the 
mouthfeel tight and tannic with a volatile mid-palate, fresh acidity and flavours of green vegetal fruit and 
smoke. The fresh, racy finish is punctuated by rich, characterfully jammy aromas”

Ben Franks, Brand Ambassador, wine and spirits specialist and international drinks trade marketing 
consultant.

Phi Group is part of the RGCC Group.

Registered office:
Phi Group GmbH, Baarerstrasse 95, 6301, Zug, Switzerland

Produced in Albania and bottled by Rilindja Ltd. 
Zona Industriale, Korçë, Shqipëri, 7001

Contacts:
For all press, media and commercial enquiries, contact Nigel Locker
+44 (0) 7866 407657
enquiries@strawbar-spirit.com

www.strawbar-spirit.com

Credits:
Website: Root Creations - www.rootcreations.co.uk
Brand design: Amphora Design - www.amphora.co.uk

Brand Ambassador: Ben Franks, Ben Franks Wine - ben@benfrankswine.com

The Strawbar homage to the 
Greek God of wine. Perfect in 
colder weather, the spices in 
the Vermouth bring out the 
richness of the Strawbar.

20ml Strawbar Platinum
40ml Sweet Vermouth
3 dashes Peach Bitters
Splash Soda

Build in a wine glass; top 
up with soda; garnish with 
orange zest and star anise

BACCHUS FIZZ
Vermouth, Apéritif Inspired by Metrios - one 

of the most popular styles 
of coffee in Greece; not too 
bitter, not too sweet.

30ml Strawbar Platinum
20ml Mr Black’s Coffee 
Liqueur
Top Tonic

Build in a long glass; serve
in a High Ball

COFFEE BREAK
Coffee, Long

A gentle reinvigoration of the 
classic Pisco Sour, replacing 
sugar syrup with Maraschino 
to add a sweet, vegetal 
note and adding a couple of 
dashes of Peychaud Bitters 
to bring all the ingredients 
together.

40ml Strawbar Platinum
20ml Maraschino Liquor
20ml Fresh Lime
2 Dashes Peychaud Bitters
1 Egg White

Reverse dry shake double 
strain; serve in a Nick & Nora 
(an elegant relative of the
classic coupe) and garnish 
with a Peychaud stripe

STRAWBAR 
SOUR
Smooth, Sour


